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Description Part Number
Evolution® Portable brightfield microscope with 4x, 10x and 40x objectives, 
10x eyepiece, brightfield LED illuminator, white frosted filter and carry case. 710-500
Evolution® Phase contrast microscope with 4x, P10x and P20x objectives, 
10x eyepiece, phase illuminator, green filter, white frosted filter and carry case 710-501

Accessories
Mechanical x-y stage 750-005 
W15x eyepiece 751-225
W20x eyepiece 751-226
20x brightfield objective 750-660
White frosted filter 760-310
Blue frosted filter 760-311
Blue clear filter 760-312
Green clear filter 760-313
Polarising accessory (for brightfield version) 760-315

NEW

Ordering information

Take the microscope to the specimen!

The remarkable new Evolution® Microscope from Pyser-SGI brings all the features and
performance of a full size microscope into a convenient lightweight, hand sized instrument. 
Ideal for the medical professional, field operative, forensic scientist or mobile laboratory, the
Evolution® is superbly engineered in Japan. This microscope has a robust die cast case and
metal parts to ensure it withstands the rigours of field use.

Brightfield, polarisation and phase contrast versions are available to cover all analysis needs, 
and all optical alignment is set before leaving our factory.

Powered by 2 x AA batteries or the 3V power supply that is part of the package, the Evolution®
has triple long working distance objectives, LED illumination, carry case and shoulder strap. 
A mechanical x-y stage and coloured filters are available as options.

Evolution comprises the following:   

Body Die cast aluminium in padded 
protective case.

Head Monocular.
Eyepiece Widefield W10x 
Objectives Triple nosepiece with long working 

distance 4x, 10x, 40x objectives 
for brightfield version or 4x, P10x 
and P20x for phase contrast version.

Condenser Illuminator has built-in 
condenser.

Stage Open base stage with stage clips.
Focussing Single precision focussing adjustment.
Illumination LED battery powered illuminator (2xAA

batteries). 3V universal power supply included.
Dimensions Including cover: 170mm x 210mm x 50mm
Weight Including cover: 1.46kg


